CHAPTER #9 FROM
GUERRILLA GARDENING
BY THE BAND CALLED OH

SIGNAL CHAIN
Technical document regarding the recording and mixing of Passport
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Vocals
Recorded Håkon’s studio, Oslo.
Engineered by Håkon Pettersen

Main Vocal

1. Instrument
Vocals by Frode Larsen

2. Microphone / Preamp
AKG 214 - RME UFX

3. Mix plugins
Waves Audio C1 gate
SoundToys EffectRack
Waves Audio Q10
Waves Audio Doubler2
SoundToys MicroShift
Waves Audio WavesTune
Waves Audio Q10
Waves Audio C6-SideChain
Slate Digital Virtual Mix Rack
Eiosis Eiosis E2Deesser
Waves Audio C1 comp-sc
SoundToys Little AlterBoy
Synthesizer
Recorded in Håkon’s studio, Oslo.
Engineered by Håkon Pettersen

1. Instrument
DSI Mopho x4

2. Patch
"Passport"

4. Preamp
RME UFX

5. Mix plugins
SoundToys MicroShift
Slate Digital Virtual Mix Rack
Waves Audio NLS Channel
Tokyo Dawn Labs TDR Nova
MixBus and effects

MixBus:
Waves Audio LinMB
Slate Digital VBC Rack

Effects:
Slate Digital VerbSuite Classics
Waves Audio H-Delay
SoundToys EchoBoy
Mix and master

Mix by Håkon Pettersen using Pro Tools 12

Master by Chris Sansom at Propeller Mastering
Appendix

Synth Patches

DSI Mopho X4 - "Passport"

Download patch